NEW PERSPECTIVES
on Non-Proliferation and Arms Control

Oslo Nuclear Project is a new research program based at the University of Oslo supported by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the MacArthur Foundation. This program provides research, education and training for a new generation of experts on nuclear weapons and international security. Oslo Nuclear Project brings together academic and practitioner perspectives on the key challenges we face in non-proliferation and arms control.

At this side event we will present this new initiative and highlight the changing prospects for arms control in Europe, including:

- **Atle Konta Midttun**
  Director, Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
  *Introductory remarks*

- **Kristin Ven Bruusgaard**
  Stanford/University of Oslo
  *Russian nuclear strategy and arms control*

- **Heather Williams**
  King’s College London
  *The future landscape of arms control*

The session will be chaired by the head of Oslo Nuclear Project, **Målfrid Braut-Hegghammer**.
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